This research work will allow checking efficiency of formal neural networks for flows' modelling of wadi Ouahrane's basin from rainfall-runoff relation which is non-linear. Two models of neural networks were optimized through supervised learning and compared in order to achieve this goal, the first model with input rain, and the second one with rain and input ETP. These neuronal models were compared with another overall model, the GR4j model. Then, it has been optimized and compared with the three first models, a third model of neural network with rain, ETP and soil moisture (calculated by the model GR4j) input.
them to be in a better position to manage this crisis situation. We need to have reliable tools to be able to take the necessary steps in order to mitigate the potential damage. In this case, the rainfall-runoff's model finds its need where the model designed from rain chronicles observed, can generate flows which would be as close as possible of observed flows, namely, from observations of rain fell, we are able to reproduce (or to forecast) the response in basin flow.
The non-linearity of the rainfall-runoff relation often complicates the hydrologist's task in their need to model flows to the outlet of a stream. Also, identification of all processes involved on the watershed and their integration in a modelling process leads to complex models using a higher parameters number. The use of models with low variables number, able to treat the non-linearity is thus essential. These last years, with appearance of learning algorithm by weight adaptation and facing the non-linearity relation of rainfall-runoff, researches deepened towards new approaches non-determinists, as illustrate the artificial neural networks. They opened the voice to a category of rainfall-runoff models based on the artificial intelligence [1, 2] .
In this field, works of several authors show that these models inspired of biological neurons functioning, are very performing for simulation and flows forecasting on the watersheds.
Several studies conducted in America [3] , in Europe [4, 5] , in Africa [6] and in Algeria [7, 8] confirm the best simulation results and forecasting with neural networks. This research work will allow checking efficiency of formal neural networks for flows simulation in semi-arid zone (case of Oued Ouahrane's basin). In fact, this study will allow optimizing and comparing neuronal models and a global conceptual model (GR4J) for floods flow simulation of wadi Ouahrane's basin. To achieve this goal, this article begins by a presentation of the study area, then the chapter "material and methods" where are presented data and so their pre-treatments, design of different models and performance criteria which will allow appreciating the developed models. The results and their discussion will end this work.
PRESENTATION OF THE STUDY AREA
The sub-watershed of wadi Ouahrane purpose of this study spreads on 270.15 km 2 to South of Ténès and located on the North of the entire river basin Cheliff-Zahraz. This basin is limited on the North by wadi Allalla's basin, on the South by wadi Sly's basin, on the East by wadi Fodda's basin and on the West by wadi Ras's basin (Figure 1 ).
The basin's study is a rather elongated form in the axis of the main stream and oriented to
North-North-West. Figure 1 represents wadi Ouahrane as a tributary of wadi Cheliff with an outlet located at 13 km to the North-West of Chlef town. 
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MODELES PRESENTATION

Neural networks
From 1997, several hundred of articles had been published on neural networks application to the water resource management. The half of hydrology applications of these models concern rainfall-runoff relation with works of several authors [9, 10, 11, 7, 12, 3, 13, 6] .
Generalities on neural networks
The neural networks are composed of simple items (or neurons) functioning in parallel. These items have been strongly inspired by biologic nervous system [14, 15] . As in the nature, functioning of network (neural) is strongly influenced by items connections between them.
Similarities have, therefore, been established between biological neurons items and components of Formal Neurons or Artificial ( Figure 4 ).
There are several designs of neural networks [16] . But, the multilayer perceptron, which is an extension of Monolayer Perceptron, with one or several hidden layers between input and output, is used in this study. The activation function generally classical non-linear is the sigmoid function. It represents a benefit to be regular, monotone, continuously differentiable, and limited between 0 and 1:
Fig.5. Représentation of a multi-layer artificial neural network
Learning of neural networks
The development's crucial point of neural network is its learning. It is about an adaptive procedure by which neurons connexions are fitted in front of information source [17, 18] .
In the case of artificial neural networks, we often add to the model description the learning algorithm. In the majority of actual algorithms, modified variables during learning are the connexions' weights. The learning is the change of network weights in a view to allow response to examples' network and to the experience. There are several learning rules which can be gathered in three categories:
 Supervised learning (or from examples) combines a specific response to each input signal. The procedure is being introduced gradually until the error between network outputs and desired results (data observed) are minimized.
 Non-supervised learning: it comprises adjusting weights from a single training set formed only of data, no desired result has been provided to the network.
 Enhanced learning: represents a new technique that shares with supervised learning, the presence of a supervisor regulated by a performance degree measure (a rank or point) who considers learning evolution of the network after some iterations, and similarity with a non supervised learning, since it necessitates only inputs variables, without defining variable to the network input.
Characteristics of used models
With a view to verifying these models performance on the watershed of wadi Ouahrane, it has been optimized and compared, in this work, two architectures series (a first series with input rain) (model N 1) and a second with rain and input ETP (model N2).
Different weights (parameters) of neuronal models have been fitted by applying the supervised learning as a whole with Levenberg Marquartd (LM) algorithm.
Various designs proposed are results of several optimisation phases having allowed selecting the best models ( 
GR4j
The GR4j Model (model of the Rural Engineering at 4 daily parameters) has been used as reference model in this study. It is a global rainfall-runoff model with four parameters.
This model experienced several versions, successively proposed by [19, 20, 21, 22, 23 and 24] , who allowed improving progressively the model performances. It is version of [24] , represented in figure 6 , and over its structure lets appearing conceptual tank models, with a monitoring process of basin's moisture state allowing giving to the model an anterior conditions memory and to ensure a continuous functioning. Its structure associates a production tank and a routing tank, unitary hydrographs and so other functions allowing simulating the hydrological behaviour of the basin.
Fig.6.
General structure of the model GR4j [24] .
Performances criteria
The used performances criteria concerning this study are: Nash's criterion and Pearson correlation coefficient. Nash's criterion introduced by [25] , it is defined:
Ti and Pi respectively the measured flows (observed) and calculated for i =1,…., N, P is the average of the calculated flows.
Nash criterion can be interpreted as being the variance proportion of the observed flow explained by the model. If Nash = 100 % adjustment is perfect, but if Nash <0, the flow calculated by the model is the misestimate than the simple average flow.
As for Pearson correlation coefficient, it is usually used to evaluate performance of hydrogeological and hydrological models [26] 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In order to better appreciate performance and robustness of the developed models, and so their GR4j model. Works of [27] , showed that ETP influences more the daily oscillations of a river flow than the ground waters that come out from the watershed considered.
Fig.7. Evolution of measured and calculated hydrographs by GR4j models and neural models to Larabaà Ouled Fares station during calibration
Neural network with three inputs (N3)
The prior results showed the need to improve neuronal models performances. For this purpose, we decided to introduce a third input. The soil tank moisture level: simulated by GR4j model, it represents a vital resource for directing neural networks. The N3 model (neural network with three inputs: rain, ETP and soil moisture) is optimized and compared with other models (N1, N2 and GR4j). The design of this model (N3) is set after several optimization phases (multi-layers perceptron to a hidden layer with five neurons on the hidden layer). The results presented in Table 3 show a significant improvement of neural networks performances with three inputs. In fact, for calibration phases, we obtain a high Nash's criterion value (>90%), results obtained in validation phase are acceptable. This expresses the correct model's functioning and the judicious choice of the third decisive input for the model's direction.
The same studies [28] showed that, as much input data of neural networks are numerous, as models are efficient. 
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The design of this model (N3) is set after several optimization phases (multi-layers perceptron to a hidden layer with five neurons on the hidden layer). The results presented in Table 3 show a significant improvement of neural networks performances with three inputs. In fact, for calibration phases, we obtain a high Nash's criterion value (>90%), results obtained in validation phase are acceptable. This expresses the correct model's functioning and the judicious choice of the third decisive input for the model's direction.
The same studies [28] showed that, as much input data of neural networks are numerous, as models are efficient. The design of this model (N3) is set after several optimization phases (multi-layers perceptron to a hidden layer with five neurons on the hidden layer). The results presented in Table 3 show a significant improvement of neural networks performances with three inputs. In fact, for calibration phases, we obtain a high Nash's criterion value (>90%), results obtained in validation phase are acceptable. This expresses the correct model's functioning and the judicious choice of the third decisive input for the model's direction.
CONCLUSION
Our study aimed to explore neural networks performances (black box model). In fact, these models have been optimized and compared with another model type GR4j (tank conceptual model). Neural networks (N1) with a single input (rain) are less efficient that model GR4j. In contrast, the addition of evapo-transpiration (ETP) as explicative variable at the input of neuronal models developed (N2) has strongly improved their performances. In fact, neuronal model (N2) is more efficient than GR4j model as much in calibration as in validation.
Given the complexity of rainfall-runoff relation at daily time step, improvement of neural network is essential. So, the introduction of a third input (simulated soil moisture by GR4j model) seems to be necessary to optimize this model. The neuronal model (N3) with three inputs (rain, ETP and soil moisture) tested in basin of wadi Ouahrane gave the best results than those obtained by other models. This model allows a best reproduction of maximum flows and simulates flows quite correctly, even in validation Combination of two approaches, conceptual and black box therefore, seems to be imperative to improve quality of rainfall-runoff modelling to the daily time step.
